


What is Present will deliver us in the Future





Business & Art ?



Mike and Winjin are good friends who have been parted for 10 years. Since their graduation (10 years ago) Mike
had stayed back in the hub of auckland central ( K-Rd) to persue his artistic goals, as for Wenjin he had moved back
to china to join a large group of entrepenuers. 

October 2026 10years of hard work Mike has finaly reached a place in his life (financially) where his dreams would 
come true sooner than later. Mike has found the perfect building on K-Rd to show of his lifes work in the form of 
art.

Meanwhile Wenjin is being asked to make the biggest deal in his life back in NZ.

Being excited to be back in NZ, Winjin calls his old friend Mike once he landed at the Auckland airport.

The 2 friends decide to catch up the same afternoon. They stop over at the exact bar they met at. Over the next few 
hours they had talked about almost everything that had been going on for the last 10 years, and relived a whole 
bunch of memories they had. At this stage Mike tells Wenjin his future plans and how he has finaly found the 
perfect place to show his 10 years of hard work.

The very next day the Mike recieved a very disapointing email from the landlord stating that he will not be able to 
lease the building he had dreamt of.  Being very confused and angry,  he was determined to get this
building. He instantly got up and dressed in his fanciest suit and went to see the landlord to try negociate in 
person. 

As he arrived he saw Wenjin at the corner of his eye walking towards him. being stressed mike carries on to see the 
landlord. As the landlord is trying to explain to Mike on why he cannot get that building Wenjin walks into the 
room with a stack of papers to sign. 

Both friends being in shock on seeing each other. Mike is getting furios by the second as his hard work is all going to
waiste for every minute he doesnt get the contract he decides to storm off. Wenjin is stuck at a crossroad
where he has to choose between his friendship with mike and his dreams or his chance to be promoted from being 
just a sales person. He asked the landlord to delay the deal by a few days. (Wenjin tries to run after mike but failed, he
tried to call mike but didnt get a answer)

The same night Wenjin went to the bar that they had been to earlier. He sees Mike sitting at the corner of the bar 
looking stressed. Wenjin had ordered 2 handles of beer and walks to Mikes table and said “I didnt sign the paper. ”
Mike looked up and said “So this is the ‘Buisness’ you came for huh?”  Wenjin didnt have a reply and just stood there.
“so you’re not buying the building?” Mike asked after a few seconds of awkward silence. “There are some details that
need to be resolved before i could sign the papers” Wenjin replied quietly. Wenjin’s phone rings is forced to answer it. 
Wenjiin goes out the back to talk on the phone. Mike decides to go to the toilet to release his bladder. while Mike is 
washing his hand he hears Wenjins voice through the window. 
“Give me a few days I need to have a good look of the building before we buy it....Yes.... but i would like to inspect it 
in Person.” (Wenjin spoke on the phone)

Mike now knows exactly what Wenjin is in auckland for. Mike left the bar before Wenjin could return.

......................INTERMISSION..................

Wenjin decides to walk along K-Rd at night to clear his mind and be able to work things out. As he walked he started 
to notice what K-Rd Really is. The bars, Clubs, Strip Clubs, Drug shops, Adult shops, etc. Wenjin decided to go to the 
rooftop of a building and thinks “This place is perfect for my business, How could this place be good for a art gallery?
What is mike thinking having a art gallery here?”  Being satisfied with his walk he decides to go back to his hotel and 
write a reprt for his boss. His report mentions all the things he had seen. 

Mike woke up after he got drunk the night before. Being hungover, stressed, depressed, and with no hope, he say 
“My lifes so fucked.” Not knowing what to do he decides to go for a walk. 
He enters a dairy shop to buy a packet of cigerettes. He pays $70 for a packet of ciggarettes. While openning the packet 
he passes the empty building he was meant to get. He sat just outside the Building and went deep into his thoughts. 

Around the same time, Wenjin decided to call the landlord to renegociate the building. Mike had over heard the land-
lord talking just outside building stating “I’ll get the papers ready for you to sign,” As Wenjin approached the building 
he saw Mike sitting outside. Felling guilty Wenjin quickly turns around and enter another shop as he does’t want to 
confront Mike. The Shop he had entered ended up being a art gallery. This had shocked Wenjin. Out of curiosity Wen-
jin just had to check this art gallery out. This experience had reminded him of the time he had with Mike in art school 
as they were both studying. 

(Flash Back) - Drawing, Drinking, Having fun, Exhibitions, etc

Realising that art is the only reason why they had met each other and had become friends. He decides to walk around 
K-Rd again. He has a completly new experience, Art galleries, souvineer shops, food chains, street arts etc.

Wenjin recieves a call from the landlord. The land lord Complains that Wenjin is just wasting his time by organizing a 
meeting and not showing up. 

Struggling to make the right decision. Wenjin is under alot of presure. 

At this moment Mike is convinced that Wenjin will be getting the building and leaves with depression.

Wenjin is back at his hotel, reviewing all of mikes art work that they had shared through out the 10 years. 
He is determined to make something different he starts designing and creating a proposal for his boss.
The next morning he had called his boss to propose this new idea through email. 

Being a little adventerous his boss agrees on his proposal. 
Wenjin Finaly calls the landlord for a final meeting to buy the building.
Withing hours the papers are signed and the building now belongs to Wenjin’s Company.

Wenjin races over to Mikes house to tell him a good news that he bought it only to realise that his house was 
completely empty.  He questioned the other residents “where is mike?” The only reply he got was he has gone back to 
christchurch.

Wenjin got to the Airport as fast as he could. Calling Mike as he drove with out getting a answer. He runs inside and 
finds Mike about to Checkin. Mike see’s Wenjin and wonders what the hell is he doing here? Mike decides to finaly 
hear what Wenjin has to say before he goes and what he heard changed his life forever.

THE END
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The Story The Script
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Scene 1

(All about Josh (Wenjin))
(All Phone Conversations are one sided.)
•	 Josh walks out of airport with his Wheely suit case.
•	 Talking with the bluetooth headset. (to his boss) while walking 

 - Boss - “How was the flight” 
 - Josh - “Pretty good, 5 hours isnt that long” 
 - Boss - “Great! Get some rest for tomorrow” 
 - Josh - “Will do....I’ll call you after the deal is done”

•	 Hangs up by touching his ear piece
•	 Josh looks through his phone to find Mikes number (Slow Movement) Needs to show 

full name on the phone.
•	 Josh Calls Mike 

 - Mike - “Hello Mike William here” 
 - Josh - (deep breath) 
 - Mike - “Hello?” 
 - Josh -  “Its Josh...Do you remeber me? 
 - Mike - “Josh????” 
 - Josh - “Art School Josh” 
 - Mike - “Omg JOSH!! I thought you died” 
 - Josh - “Hahaha you are not getting rid of me that easily Guess what? I    
       am in auckland we should catch up if you’re not too busy?” 
 -Mike - “Definately...meet at the usual at 5pm?” 
 - Josh - “Done”

•	 Josh hangs up
•	 Josh “Siri Call me a taxi”
•	 Siri “There is a faster rout to your destination.”
•	 Josh “Okay? show me”
•	 Josh looks at the phones and says “Bus?”

Charactors
Josh/Mengchin played by Ming

Mike William played by Ben/Ezra
Landlord played by Ezra/BenTHE LEASE DIRECTOR - Ezra

Camera & Lighting - Nik
Video Editor - Ming
Sound Editor - Nik

Script
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Scene  2

(All about Mike)
(All shots does not reveal Mikes Face)
(Lives by him self in a studio apartment)  
(everything is a mess, Cloths on the floor,)
•	 Mike hope off his bed
•	 Looks at some photos on the wall (specifically the big building thats for lease)
•	 Gets dressed 
•	 Leaves

Scene 3

•	 Josh is Sitting at Carrington Bar waiting for Mike. (Close up shots being anxious)
•	 Close up shot of Mikes Face as he walks in. (Slowmo)
•	 Conversation 

 - Josh Stands up - “Is that you Mike?” 
 - Mike - “JOSH!! What the happened you to? you’ve gone old” 
 - Josh - “haha yeah thats 10 years of stress showing”  
Both Friends shake hands and hug 
Take a step back and take a good look at each other 
 - Mike - “You actually look pretty good, well for you age, What have you been   
   upto?” 
 - Josh - “haha Not much really, just work work and work? How about you? 
 - Mike - “Still the same really, Sticking with my art, Oh guess what...You know that  
   10 year dream i told you about ageesssss ago, well i think its finaly  
   gonna come true” 
 - Josh - You mean the Gallery?? (With a big grin on his face) 
 - Mike - YEAH!!! 
 - Josh  - Oh you son of a bitch you actually did it!!  
 - Mike - haha yeah i can see youre doing pretty good your self ;) so are you here  
   just for holiday or...? 
 - Josh - Nah Im on a business trip, just thought id catch up with my buds before  
   work starts 
 - Mike - “oh nice... I think this calls for a drink” 
 - Mike - Ill go get our usual (its on me today)

•	 Mike goes gets a few drinks
•	 Josh stares a Mike in joy.
•	 Video of them drinking and enjoying as the glasses builds up (No voices Music over)
•	 Finish of with a camera moving towards the sky 
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Scene 4

•	 Mikes phone rings in the morning while he is in bed
•	 Phone Conversation 

 - Mike - “Hello” (in s sleepy voice) 
 - Landlord - Hey Mike i have some bad news 
 - Mike - Um ok... 
 - Landlord - Sorry to say that i cannot lease you the building, since I will be selling  
        it 
 - Mike - Sorry what? Can i come see you sometime today? 
 - Landord - “Yes i shall be in the building at 12pm today” 
(Phone hangs up)

•	 Mike get up in anger and frustration
•	 Mike gets ready in a suit and heads out to the building.

Scene 5

•	 Mike Walks towards the building determined to find out why this is happenning
•	 Mike enters the building and starts discussing the matter (No Vocals)
•	 Josh enters the building with a stack of papers
•	 As Josh walks in he says i have the paper work ready to sign.
•	 Mike and Josh both look at each other in shock 
•	 Mike is confused and frustrated and storms out of the building.
•	 Josh mentions to the landlord “Sorry we have to do this later” and walks out 
•	 Josh tries to catch up to Mike but Mike is no where to be seen 
•	 Josh tries to call mike (Mike see’s the call but doesnt answer)

Scene 6

•	 Josh was into the carringtons bar 
•	 Josh sees Mike sitting by him self have a beer.
•	 Josh goes to the bar gets 2 drinks and walks over to Mike
•	 Conversation 

 - Josh - “I didnt sign the papers” 
 - Mike - “So this is the business you came for huh” 
5 Seconds of awkward silence with Josh looking down 
 - Mike - “So you are buying the building or nah?” 
 - Josh - “i don’t know yet, i still have to inspect is properly” 
Few seconds of silence with Mike and Josh looking down

•	 Josh’s phone rings and goes outside to answer it.
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Scene 7

•	 Mike is in the toilets and hears Josh’s voice out side and starts listening
•	 Conversations: (one sided) 

 - Josh - “No......I just wasnt sure it was inspected well enough....give me a few days  
   to throughly inspect it and write out a report to you....ok.....yes.....yes..... 
   ok.....thanks.....” 
 - The conversation fades out into mumbles

•	 Mike has heard enough and leaves the bar

Scene 8

•	 Josh walks back into the bar only to see Mike has left.
•	 Josh is frustrated and throws sometime on the floor.

Scene 9

•	 Josh decides to take a walk on K-Rd 
•	 Josh Experiences the night life of K-Rd as he walks  

(he sees the clubs, the strip clubs, the bars, the prostitutes, and how much people are 
around)

•	 Josh decides to go on the rooftop of a building to see a full scope of K-Rd
•	 While he is at the rooftop he starts to think 

 Voice overs 
  - Josh - “Damn this place is perfect for my business” 
  - Josh - “Who could ever run a gallery in this type of lifestyle” 
  - Josh  - “Mike must be out of his mind if he thinks this is a good place for his  
    gallery” 
  - Josh - “Im sure Mike can find a better place than this for his art”

•	 Josh is satisfies with what he saw and goes back to his hotel to write a report.
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Scene 10

•	 Mike wakes up with a hangover not knowing what to do  
 (he sits at the edge of his bed all depressed for atleast 10 seconds and thinks) 
  - Mike - “Man my life is over”  
  - Mike - “All my hard work all jsut went down the drain”

•	 Mike gets up and walks out in his Pj’s to go buy a packet of cigarette.
•	 Mike pays $80 for a 20 pack of cigarettes.
•	 Mike decides to sit right outside the building to have a cigarette
•	 The landlord is walking towards the building on phone saying “No worries Josh i will 

have the papers ready to sign roday”
•	 As Mike heard this he threw is cigarette out and walked away in anger

Scene 11

•	 Josh is walking towards the building to sign the papers
•	 He see’s Mike walking towards him and quickly hops inside a shop trying to avoid 

Mike
•	 Josh unconciously entered a gallery. 
•	 Josh looked around in shock
•	 Josh is curious and decides to look around and takes another walk down k-rd to see if 

there are others like it.
•	 Josh enters a wide range of galleries and food stops.
•	 Josh thinks to him self  

 - Josh - “What the hell happened to this place?” 
 - Josh - “Maybe Mike was right...This could be the perfect place for him” 
 - Josh - “I think i might just have the perfect solution”

Scene 12

•	 Josh is at his hotel with his laptop out and a drawing board setup
•	 Josh reviews all of Mikes artwork they had shared through out the 10 years and starts 

putting things together
•	 Time lapse video of Josh working really hard and pulling out a all nighter
•	 Josh calls his boss as soon as he is finished and proposes the idea  

 Conversation 
  - Josh  - “did you get the email?” 
  - Boss - “Yeah, I see you have been busy” 
  - Josh - “Yeah, well what do you think” 
  - Boss - “Its risky but i think it will work, go for it”
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Scene 13

•	 Josh finaly calls the landlord for a final meeting and signs the paper
•	 Josh then races over to see Mike at his apartment to tell him a good news
•	 Josh Discovers that Mike is not at home and all his things are gone
•	 Josh approaches his neighbour and asks 

 - Josh - “Have you seen Mike any where?” 
 - Neighbour - “He packed up all this things and moved out this morning, He said  
    something about going back to Christchurch” 
 - Josh - “Ohh, ok thank.

•	 Josh races to the aiport to try and find Mike
•	 Josh Tries to call Mike only to reach his voice mail 

Scene 13

•	 Josh runs inside the airport looking for Mike, (he reads and finds all flights that are 
going to christchurch)

•	 Josh is lost as he doesnt know where to start and just keeps walking up and down
•	 Mike is at the Check-in area as he turns around he sees Josh 
•	 Mike approaches Josh to hear what he has to say.
•	 Conversations 

 - Mike - “Josh what the hell are you doing here” 
 - Josh - “I came to give you some good news” 
 - Mike - “let me guess, you bought the building” 
 - Josh - “Yes, but... 
 - Mike - “Cool Thanks for rubbing it in” 
Mike starts walking away 
 - Josh - “I would like to have all your art work displayed in it” 
Mike freezes and slowly turns around 
 - Josh - “Ive got a proposition for you” 
Josh explains his proposition  
Mike Accepts 
They both shake hands and hug 

•	 Mike and josh walk out of the airport all happy 

The End
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Scene 1

(All about Josh (Wenjin))
(All Phone Conversations are one sided.)
•	 Josh walks out of airport with his Wheely suit case.
•	 Talking with the bluetooth headset. (to his boss) while walking 

 - Boss - “How was the flight” 
 - Josh - “Pretty good, 5 hours isnt that long” 
 - Boss - “Great! Get some rest for tomorrow” 
 - Josh - “Will do....I’ll call you after the deal is done”

•	 Hangs up by touching his ear piece
•	 Josh looks through his phone to find Mikes number (Slow Movement) Needs to show 

full name on the phone.
•	 Josh Calls Mike 

 - Mike - “Hello Mike William here” 
 - Josh - (deep breath) 
 - Mike - “Hello?” 
 - Josh -  “Its Josh...Do you remeber me? 
 - Mike - “Josh????” 
 - Josh - “Art School Josh” 
 - Mike - “Omg JOSH!! I thought you died” 
 - Josh - “Hahaha you are not getting rid of me that easily Guess what? I    
       am in auckland we should catch up if you’re not too busy?” 
 -Mike - “Definately...meet at the usual at 5pm?” 
 - Josh - “Done”

•	 Josh hangs up
•	 Josh “Siri Call me a taxi”
•	 Siri “There is a faster rout to your destination.”
•	 Josh “Okay? show me”
•	 Josh looks at the phones and says “Bus?”

Charactors
Josh/Mengchin played by Ming

Mike William played by Ben/Ezra
Landlord played by Ezra/BenTHE LEASE DIRECTOR - Ezra

Camera & Lighting - Nik
Video Editor - Ming
Sound Editor - Nik

Script

2

Scene  2

(All about Mike)
(All shots does not reveal Mikes Face)
(Lives by him self in a studio apartment)  
(everything is a mess, Cloths on the floor,)
•	 Mike hope off his bed
•	 Looks at some photos on the wall (specifically the big building thats for lease)
•	 Gets dressed 
•	 Leaves

Scene 3

•	 Josh is Sitting at Carrington Bar waiting for Mike. (Close up shots being anxious)
•	 Close up shot of Mikes Face as he walks in. (Slowmo)
•	 Conversation 

 - Josh Stands up - “Is that you Mike?” 
 - Mike - “JOSH!! What the happened you to? you’ve gone old” 
 - Josh - “haha yeah thats 10 years of stress showing”  
Both Friends shake hands and hug 
Take a step back and take a good look at each other 
 - Mike - “You actually look pretty good, well for you age, What have you been   
   upto?” 
 - Josh - “haha Not much really, just work work and work? How about you? 
 - Mike - “Still the same really, Sticking with my art, Oh guess what...You know that  
   10 year dream i told you about ageesssss ago, well i think its finaly  
   gonna come true” 
 - Josh - You mean the Gallery?? (With a big grin on his face) 
 - Mike - YEAH!!! 
 - Josh  - Oh you son of a bitch you actually did it!!  
 - Mike - haha yeah i can see youre doing pretty good your self ;) so are you here  
   just for holiday or...? 
 - Josh - Nah Im on a business trip, just thought id catch up with my buds before  
   work starts 
 - Mike - “oh nice... I think this calls for a drink” 
 - Mike - Ill go get our usual (its on me today)

•	 Mike goes gets a few drinks
•	 Josh stares a Mike in joy.
•	 Video of them drinking and enjoying as the glasses builds up (No voices Music over)
•	 Finish of with a camera moving towards the sky 
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Scene 4

•	 Mikes phone rings in the morning while he is in bed
•	 Phone Conversation 

 - Mike - “Hello” (in s sleepy voice) 
 - Landlord - Hey Mike i have some bad news 
 - Mike - Um ok... 
 - Landlord - Sorry to say that i cannot lease you the building, since I will be selling  
        it 
 - Mike - Sorry what? Can i come see you sometime today? 
 - Landord - “Yes i shall be in the building at 12pm today” 
(Phone hangs up)

•	 Mike get up in anger and frustration
•	 Mike gets ready in a suit and heads out to the building.

Scene 5

•	 Mike Walks towards the building determined to find out why this is happenning
•	 Mike enters the building and starts discussing the matter (No Vocals)
•	 Josh enters the building with a stack of papers
•	 As Josh walks in he says i have the paper work ready to sign.
•	 Mike and Josh both look at each other in shock 
•	 Mike is confused and frustrated and storms out of the building.
•	 Josh mentions to the landlord “Sorry we have to do this later” and walks out 
•	 Josh tries to catch up to Mike but Mike is no where to be seen 
•	 Josh tries to call mike (Mike see’s the call but doesnt answer)

Scene 6

•	 Josh was into the carringtons bar 
•	 Josh sees Mike sitting by him self have a beer.
•	 Josh goes to the bar gets 2 drinks and walks over to Mike
•	 Conversation 

 - Josh - “I didnt sign the papers” 
 - Mike - “So this is the business you came for huh” 
5 Seconds of awkward silence with Josh looking down 
 - Mike - “So you are buying the building or nah?” 
 - Josh - “i don’t know yet, i still have to inspect is properly” 
Few seconds of silence with Mike and Josh looking down

•	 Josh’s phone rings and goes outside to answer it.
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Scene 7

•	 Mike is in the toilets and hears Josh’s voice out side and starts listening
•	 Conversations: (one sided) 

 - Josh - “No......I just wasnt sure it was inspected well enough....give me a few days  
   to throughly inspect it and write out a report to you....ok.....yes.....yes..... 
   ok.....thanks.....” 
 - The conversation fades out into mumbles

•	 Mike has heard enough and leaves the bar

Scene 8

•	 Josh walks back into the bar only to see Mike has left.
•	 Josh is frustrated and throws sometime on the floor.

Scene 9

•	 Josh decides to take a walk on K-Rd 
•	 Josh Experiences the night life of K-Rd as he walks  

(he sees the clubs, the strip clubs, the bars, the prostitutes, and how much people are 
around)

•	 Josh decides to go on the rooftop of a building to see a full scope of K-Rd
•	 While he is at the rooftop he starts to think 

 Voice overs 
  - Josh - “Damn this place is perfect for my business” 
  - Josh - “Who could ever run a gallery in this type of lifestyle” 
  - Josh  - “Mike must be out of his mind if he thinks this is a good place for his  
    gallery” 
  - Josh - “Im sure Mike can find a better place than this for his art”

•	 Josh is satisfies with what he saw and goes back to his hotel to write a report.
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Scene 10

•	 Mike wakes up with a hangover not knowing what to do  
 (he sits at the edge of his bed all depressed for atleast 10 seconds and thinks) 
  - Mike - “Man my life is over”  
  - Mike - “All my hard work all jsut went down the drain”

•	 Mike gets up and walks out in his Pj’s to go buy a packet of cigarette.
•	 Mike pays $80 for a 20 pack of cigarettes.
•	 Mike decides to sit right outside the building to have a cigarette
•	 The landlord is walking towards the building on phone saying “No worries Josh i will 

have the papers ready to sign roday”
•	 As Mike heard this he threw is cigarette out and walked away in anger

Scene 11

•	 Josh is walking towards the building to sign the papers
•	 He see’s Mike walking towards him and quickly hops inside a shop trying to avoid 

Mike
•	 Josh unconciously entered a gallery. 
•	 Josh looked around in shock
•	 Josh is curious and decides to look around and takes another walk down k-rd to see if 

there are others like it.
•	 Josh enters a wide range of galleries and food stops.
•	 Josh thinks to him self  

 - Josh - “What the hell happened to this place?” 
 - Josh - “Maybe Mike was right...This could be the perfect place for him” 
 - Josh - “I think i might just have the perfect solution”

Scene 12

•	 Josh is at his hotel with his laptop out and a drawing board setup
•	 Josh reviews all of Mikes artwork they had shared through out the 10 years and starts 

putting things together
•	 Time lapse video of Josh working really hard and pulling out a all nighter
•	 Josh calls his boss as soon as he is finished and proposes the idea  

 Conversation 
  - Josh  - “did you get the email?” 
  - Boss - “Yeah, I see you have been busy” 
  - Josh - “Yeah, well what do you think” 
  - Boss - “Its risky but i think it will work, go for it”
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Scene 13

•	 Josh finaly calls the landlord for a final meeting and signs the paper
•	 Josh then races over to see Mike at his apartment to tell him a good news
•	 Josh Discovers that Mike is not at home and all his things are gone
•	 Josh approaches his neighbour and asks 

 - Josh - “Have you seen Mike any where?” 
 - Neighbour - “He packed up all this things and moved out this morning, He said  
    something about going back to Christchurch” 
 - Josh - “Ohh, ok thank.

•	 Josh races to the aiport to try and find Mike
•	 Josh Tries to call Mike only to reach his voice mail 

Scene 13

•	 Josh runs inside the airport looking for Mike, (he reads and finds all flights that are 
going to christchurch)

•	 Josh is lost as he doesnt know where to start and just keeps walking up and down
•	 Mike is at the Check-in area as he turns around he sees Josh 
•	 Mike approaches Josh to hear what he has to say.
•	 Conversations 

 - Mike - “Josh what the hell are you doing here” 
 - Josh - “I came to give you some good news” 
 - Mike - “let me guess, you bought the building” 
 - Josh - “Yes, but... 
 - Mike - “Cool Thanks for rubbing it in” 
Mike starts walking away 
 - Josh - “I would like to have all your art work displayed in it” 
Mike freezes and slowly turns around 
 - Josh - “Ive got a proposition for you” 
Josh explains his proposition  
Mike Accepts 
They both shake hands and hug 

•	 Mike and josh walk out of the airport all happy 

The End

Day 1

5:1
10:2
10:3
10:4
11:1
11:2
11:3
11:4

Reshoot

5:1
10:2
10:3
10:4

Day 2

all of scene 1
all of scene 2
all of scene 4
All of scene 9
10:1
all of scene 13

Day 3

All of scene 3
all of scene 6
all of scene 7

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Shooting schedule

K-Rd K-Rd Photo Studio / Bedroom Carrington bar



Josh
(Businessman)

Problem Solver

Fast Tempo Society

Making Profit by  
selling fast food

(Artist)

Craftmanship

Romantics

Slow Paced

Mike

FRIENDSHIP


